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STYLE
We use Bumble and bumble products throughout our services.
Ladies cut & finish
Classic cut and finish, including both wash and blow dry.
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Ladies restyle
Opt for a restyle if you think you might be going for a significant change – allowing extra time just in case!
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Mens cut & finish
Classic cut and finish, including both wash and blow dry.
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Mens restyle
Opt for a restyle if you think you might be going for a significant change – allowing extra time just in case!
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Blow dry
Wash and blow dry. Let us know if you’d like something fancy
(eg. tonging, straightening) – allowing for more time.

from £42

Hair up
From a classic chignon to 30s finger waves. Almost always best to wash your hair one day prior to your appointment.
Consultation preferred – if not possible please send us a picture of what you have in mind.

£65 - £85

Wedding hair (and packages)
We can organise private wedding parties in the salon, at home or at a venue.
Make-up options are also available.
Please send an email with your requirements for more information.

POA

COLOUR
All our Wella colour services require a patch test 48 hours before your appointment.
These can be picked up at the salon or posted to you.
High/low lights (½ head) / balayage
Foils placed through top and side sections, including toner.
Recommended maintenance: every 8-12 weeks.
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High/low lights (¾ head) / balayage
Foils placed through top, middle and side sections, including toner.
Recommended maintenance: every 8-12 weeks.
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High/low lights (full head) / balayage
Foils placed throughout the hair, including toner.
Recommended maintenance: every 8-12 weeks.
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T-section / balayage
Foils placed through the parting and around the hairline.
Recommended maintenance: every 6-8 weeks.
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Bleach & tone
Lightening powder applied only on roots, toner applied all over hair.
We recommend an Olaplex Repair System with this service. Recommended maintenance: every 4-6 weeks.
Toner
Between bleach applications or high/low lights.
Recommended maintenance: as required, depending on colour.
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£30

Full head gloss / tint
Semi-permanent or permanent colour applied all over, or weaved into the hair.
£10 will be added for long or thick hair.
Recommend maintenance: every 8-12 weeks.
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Roots (gloss / tint)
Semi-permanent or permanent colour applied only on the roots.
£10 will be added for thick hair.
Recommended maintenance: 8-12 / 4-6 weeks.
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Colour change
Light to dark, dark to light, a total colour change.
Price includes essential consultation.

POA

TREATMENTS
We provide a range of innovative treatments from the very best in hair care.
Standalone £45 | With any colour service £35
Olaplex Repair System
This revolutionary hair treatment works to actively rebuild the broken bonds within the hair that can cause breakage during chemical processes.
This is perfect if you have bleached or over processed hair. This transformational product is redefining the way we colour, allowing clients to colour
and lighten without compromising condition.
Best performed with a blow dry, cut & finish or colour service.

Bumble and bumble weekly treatments
These hydrating treatments are best performed weekly, with take-home treatments available.

£16

£35
KeraStraight monthly moisture & protein treatments
Designed to repair, rehydrate and renew hair from the inside out.Your stylist will help you decide which one is best for you. Best performed with a
blow dry, cut & finish or colour service.

BESPOKE SERVICES
£180 - £270
KeraStraight Brazilian blow dry
Innovative smoothing treatment which seals keratin into the hair at high heat making it strong, elastic and shiny. Hair is sleeker and less frizzy – styling
time at home is dramatically reduced. This is a same day wash-out formula.
Please allow approximately 2-3 hours in the salon and two days before or after any colour service.
Sulphate-free shampoo & conditioner must be used following the treatment.
Recommended maintenance: every 12-16 weeks.
from £160
Great Lengths natural hair extensions
Our ethical real hair extensions can be used for volumising, lengthening, colouring or simply adding texture. Our team of extensionists colour match
to perfection, ensuring a natural finish. Great Lengths are applied in a way that doesn’t damage, tangle or weigh down your hair allowing you to wash,
style and colour just as you normally would.

Consultation essential.
Cut, finish & removal included.
Deposit required.
Recommended maintenance: up to 16 weeks.

www.mylaanddavis.co.uk

